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May I speak in the name of God Almighty, Father Son & Holy Spirit. Amen. 

What does a good Lent look like?  

Lent is a short word that carries a lot of weight and I suspect if you asked half a dozen 

different people, you’d get seven different answers to the question. 

It is a penitential season. It is a boundary between the ordinary and the cosmic. It is a time 

of preparation and of noticing. It is a time of prayer and of hope. It is the spring cleaning of 

our souls before the celebration of Easter. We sign up for courses, read books, decide what 

to give up and what to take on, set ourselves targets of holiness. 

Here we are, marking the first Sunday of Lent, a few days into the forty-ish days before 

Easter. Jesus is baptised and Jesus is driven by the Spirit into the wilderness. 

I can’t help but notice we might feel a bit wildernessy ourselves at the moment.  

We’re driven by the pandemic not outside but back into our homes. We might be thinking 

we’ve given up enough that’s fun already without the pressure of Lenten observance to add 

and you might be dreading this sermon as preaching hellfire, damnation, and the cessation 

of all fun things. 

So what does a good Lent look like?  

Each year the Gospel reading for the first Sunday of Lent takes us into the wilderness with 

Jesus. This year, it’s the turn of the Gospel of Mark to describe the beginning of Jesus’ 

ministry.  

Mark is the Gospel for people in a hurry. There’s no messing about. Baptism, dove, 

wilderness, beasts, Satan, galilee, proclamation of the coming of the Kingdom. Job done. 

Jesus is here and Jesus is ready.  

It would be easy for us, who might well know where we’re heading, to rush through this, 

too. To speed through Lent, eager to get to the other side, making it a tick-box exercise of 

reading the right book, giving to the proper charities and having just the right amount of 

abstinence to make us feel holy. As we look for the lifting of lockdown restrictions and carry 

on with the weariness of juggling life as it is lived now, we might be tempted to long for the 

Easter holidays and the hope of sunshine. 

So the first thing, I think, is for us to slow down and look carefully at where we begin today. 

We begin with Jesus’ baptism and we begin with Jesus in the wilderness.  

We begin with identity and the challenge to it.  

If we are baptised, we claim our identity in Christ. And although Mark doesn’t give us the 

detail, we know that Christ was challenged.  
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What do we think about Satan, if we think of Satan at all? A cartoon, pointy-pitchfork 

wielding little devil sitting on our shoulder? An evil force that thwarts all our plans? Is your 

Satan in the image of C S Lewis’ Screwtape?  

The fourth-century bishop, Gregory of Nazianzus, preached what I think is a humorous and 

helpful sermon urging people to get baptised as soon as they possibly could. He links our life 

in baptism with the inevitable challenge to that identity from the figure of Satan. Jesus’s 

baptism includes the statement of his identity. He is God’s son. He is beloved. With him, 

God is well pleased.  

Gregory expects that one who is newly baptised will be the subject of the tempter, just as 

Jesus was. He reminds us that it is baptism that enables to walk confidently in the way of 

Christ. We can say with conviction, “I am also myself an image of God. I have been 

transformed into Christ by baptism,” and with that, Gregory says, vanquish the evil one. 

What is it that will need vanquishing? It is not always in the obvious but in the subtle. 

Gregory says that “He beguiles with what is useful, but it ends in wickedness.” “Did God 

say…?” asks the serpent in the garden of Eden.  

Ignatian spirituality talks of the bad spirit, drawing us away from God. I find that a helpful 

idea. I have no problem with the idea of the life-giving Holy Spirit; so I can easily understand 

the concept that there is an opposition to the spirit.  

The opposition that would have us doubt God’s love, God’s provision, God’s acceptance of 

us as a human being. The opposition that would have us see our self-worth in the approval 

of others, in the things we own or the job we have - and NOT in the splendour of the 

uniqueness of our being. An opposition that would have us gently dip our toe into a life that 

takes us away from God until we’re up to our necks in water. 

Today’s epistle reframes the water of the Genesis flood as prefiguring baptism. The 

destructive flood becomes the water of salvation. The rainbow in the sky was the sign of 

God’s first covenant with his people. This beautiful phenomenon of light has been seen an 

emblem of hope and wonder across millennia and across cultures. 

Rainbows have been one of the visual accompaniments to the pandemic. Hand-drawn in 

windows, knitted, baked, and crafted, rainbows sprang up as signs of love, hope and 

thankfulness. And for a couple of decades before that, the rainbow flag stood as a symbol of 

pride, acceptance and love within and for LGBTQ people. Rainbows mean sunshine on a 

rainy day. The triumph of love over hate. Gratitude, community and hope in the months 

we’ve lived through and the months we have to come. 

God’s rainbow of hope was for everyone. God’s gift of baptism was for everyone.  

What does a good Lent look like?  
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A good Lent is a time when we can be honest with God about who we are. To notice what 

draws us away from him, and to try to live in the love that God has for us. To give ourselves 

time to learn more about God with our head and to spend time in his gaze with our heart.  

There is a role for self-denial in Lent. That strengthening of the muscles with which we resist 

temptation isn’t just about chocolate. It’s about the humility to acknowledge where we’ve 

gone wrong, to say sorry, to start again. Again. To extend the idea of paddling out to sea 

away from God, a good Lent is a chance to see how wet our feet might have become.  

A good Lent helps us bolster our faith. Paying careful attention to God so we become 

familiar with his voice. Paying careful attention to God so we become familiar with his voice 

and so we can distinguish it from the voices that would lead us not to his loving heart but 

away from our flourishing.  

So what does a good Lent look like?  

A good Lent is one helps us truly appreciate that we are God’s beloved and he is well 

pleased with us.  

May yours be a good Lent. Amen.  

 


